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WesternCiv pathos, to be or not to be! 
By Prof. Paul S. Cutter 

 
The WesternCiv Parade of Greats is herewith before you, men and women who influenced the 
rise of the Greco-Roman civilization, including those genies writing Judeo-Christianity into a belief 
system, creating a religion which found God in the Sistine Chapel Vatican (the Maker breathing 
life into Adam by Michelangelo), thereby giving birth to the incredible Renaissance, science & 
technology—all those technological innovations, suddenly advancing progress beyond the very 
imagination of man himself; man the tool-maker, awarded with punctuated equilibria (a giant leap 
forward), entrusting his soul to god, which freed his hands to create the technological wonders of 
this new world of science and technology almost exclusively in the West.  

 
Fig. 1. The Creation of Adam exquisitely 
depicts the transcendental phenomenon or 
unity between the human body and soul. 
This genial work of art was executed by 
Michelangelo Buonarroti (c. 1511) on the 
ceiling of the Sistine Chapel (130' 6" x 43" 
5"), Vatican City, Rome. Notice the fatherly 
power of God, his body stretched out to its 
full majesty and might, which is in perfect 
contrast to the humble longing of Adam, 
who is about to be graced with a soul 
through the splendor of God's cosmic 
touch.  
             In conceiving this gesture between 
Adam and God and the biogenic force that 

flows through space between the two outstretched hands of Man and his Maker, the artist revealed his great intellectual 
ability to re-imagine an old biblical subject, creating in this intimate space a gesture of such living power that it serves as 
the focal point of the entire religious ceiling, marking the beginning of the New Era for the Hominid; having found God, the 
soul fulfilled, the event launched Western science & technology into earnest development: with spiritual life secured, the 
hands were freed to create scientific wonders with which we're still enthralled, engaged in high-tech and cyberspace, en 
route to greater achievements, being on the leading edge of perceptive and prolific  new  scientific discoveries. Hopefully, 
we shall overcome the hereto persistent game of conflict & resolution played by our Ruling Elites in the Occident…  
            Meanwhile, in the Orient, our yellow race brethren kept the hands idle stuck between their thighs in traditional 
meditation, lethargy, parasitism, and subservience, hence the disparity in scientific advances and quality of daily life, the 
difference between perennial poverty and modern progress. . . No offense intended, the conclusion is based on deductive 
historical analysis of anthropology, migrations, racial assimilation, acculturation, intellectual prowess and scientific verity of 
the western vertical mind and its creative act, geopolitically stretching from the Russian Urals in the East to the British 
Isles in the West… No, I’m not a geneticist, but there’s a job for that science if allowed to pursue it scientifically without the 
usual downside enforced by the elite. However, I challenge the geneticists to take another look… Indeed, over 20 major 
disciplines have been corrupted especially in the humanities, monopolized by the elite, changed or falsified to legitimize its 
existence, hence need to be rewritten… Nor is this commentary a racial slur or a pointless counter-attack à la the Nazis 
pseudo-vengeful act of wunderwaffen (1943), but an honest effort to create a vociferous forum, which could make a 
profiled difference for an all-inclusive, fundamental, germinating local functional autonomy New World Order of smaller 
nations, supervised by a Supreme Council of Elders mutually appointed by a  planetary Commonwealth of Nations. 
 
While "discoverers", on the other hand, plying the high seas found new continents to exploit the 
natural resources for our own benefit, fostering new nation-states, tempering humanities per se 
as a social science, and thus enhanced the rise itself of democracy as a viable political system 
of governance to regulate the affairs of man and society generally in the West.  
 
Inevitably, such a process developed a host of philosophies not the least including the wisdom 
and contemplation of the Oriental mind, however keeping the creative act within the framework of 
Occidental practicality and dexterity, away from Oriental despotism, communal life and common 
property of the East. Thereby, developing equity, equality, property and liberty within the frame-
work of private ownership, hence the rise of capitalism as a motivating instrument to reward and 
better the Human Condition of man, the individual, applying his ability to better himself first,  
advancing his own lot, providing security for the nuclear family, then for the community and 
nation-state. Consequently, society in general benefiting from each autonomous individual, away 
from Oriental despotism and archaic systems of elitism and tiered classes, castes and conclaves 
of legitimized exploiters… However, greed, aggression and genetically built-in adverse behavioral 
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norms and values crept in after 1898 (Spanish-American War, and the Sherman Anti-Trust Acts), 
and ruined the formula and the legacy of the First American Constitutional Republic (1787-1898). 
 
This approach to social organization in the Orient left those societies and nations wide-open to 
colonialism and empire-building from the West, quickly turning over of capital, gaining wealth and 
prosperity at the cost of the weak and meek, which has thrown global meridians in such chaos, 
turmoil and disparity between the rich and the poor, and conflict on a global scale which persists 
to this day.  
 
YET, these men of knowledge, wisdom and progress, in the West at least, generally speaking 
were not only exploiters, dictators and totalitarians for their own benefit, ends and means, though 
there were exceptions, but more often than not brought with them social change, knowledge, 
democracy and progress to those lands which were imperially conquered, encircled and 
contained, i.e. the prime example of the lasting British Empire (for centuries, now its dominions 
lost), left behind intrinsic social values of Western progress.  

 Fig. 2. Key to Figures and Images Displayed Above . . . 

Jacob - Homer - Apollo – Aphrodite (Venus) - Parthenon - Alexander the Great – Julius Caesar - Jesus - 
Cleopatra - Caesar Augustus - Charlemagne - Petrarch - Boccaccio - William Shakespeare - Horatio Nelson 

- Thomas Jefferson - Thomas Gainsborough - Napoleon - Samuel Taylor Coleridge - Charles Darwin - 
Queen Victoria - Nicholas II - Brancusi - Picasso - Giacometti, many other known and unknown contributors 

to the unique WesternCiv. 
 

The discoverers of the Americas, and the exodus to populate the New World, the creation of 
democracy in the American prairie did give rise and hope to something new under the sun; 
indeed, the American First Republic from 1787 to 1998, up to the Spanish-American War (1898) 
in the Caribbean and the Philippines, the first 111 years were exemplary in the history of 
WesternCiv.  
 
However, American Manifest Destiny Doctrine, the right to take by force territories and property 
"from Coast to Coast", steamrolled over the territories acquired by Mexico, Spain, France and 
especially England (clichéd during the Mexican-American War of 1845); coming from Providence, 
they said, threw a monkey wrench into the formula of the so-called Jeffersonian Democracy, and 
we Americans soon became a new breed of elitist conquerors, empire-builders and exploiters, 
enhanced by the experience of both World Wars, including the Cold War, where we were the 
prime victors, and "winner takes all," with that "fudge factor" corrective formula built-in in our poli-
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tical system, presto, perhaps unwittingly by coincidence and practical decision-making on the 
spot (because the Anglo-Saxon is not that smart to be so conspiratorial and futuristic) turned 
Washington into a "dominator" (tutored along the way by London from the Mother Lode – 
England). Consequently, we American became a new breed of high-tech exploiters, enhanced by 
information gathering software (the spysat platforms in orbit), hell bent on dominance of planetary 
meridians—that's why we insist on the self-assumed right to Worldwide Leadership by America, 
the 200-year old nation-state still in dippers vis a vis such old nations as China, India, Egypt, 
Syria, Iraq, Iran, Korea and even Russia (the latter, got its start in the 9th century AD).  
 
To be sure "black gold" – petroleum – is a commodity, suddenly, beyond itself, and just as impor-
tant to Washington now as it was to Berlin in 1941, for without energy to feed the internal 
combustion engine glut of military, commercial and industrial equipment, as well as private 
vehicles, drives us "Jeffersonian democrats" to take it all by hook or crook… You got it: from the 
Arabs, hence the War on Islam, the War of the Worlds, the sociopolitical and military morass 
we're now engaged in—in the Middle East, and elsewhere, and there's no end to it in sight, with 
the conservative Republicans still vying for power in the White House.  
 
The other "black gold", one African Black senator, Barack Obama, almost sitting behind the Oval 
Desk, has announced CHANGE and pull-out from the imperial dominions controlled by the same 
Republic on the slippery banks of the Hudson and Potomac rivers… It sure looks promising for 
that sudden political option in American politics, and there's the ready-made plebiscite (the 
young, the unemployed, the overtaxed Middle Class, en masse Hollywood support, the Intelli-
gentsia and some VIP politicians), but what if the progressive Black candidate is side-stepped by 
the Shadow Government, stonewalled to death, even murdered (god forbid)… But who knows 
what the Langley "grays" might do in Time of Troubles? Civil War? Unlikely, our plebiscite has 
been so neutralized beyond reaction, the most docile and apathetic society in the modern world! 
 
Even the domino effect worldwide, the Fall of Rome in AD469 on the Tiber, re-enacted on the 
Potomac, Hudson, Themes, Seine, and Rhine, in that order—with raging Hot War on the table or 
in action – in Palestine, Syria, Iraq, Afghanistan, Iran, Pakistan and even Korea…War is the 
name of the game—it’s always profitable for the Anglo-Saxon ruling elite, plus it drives fear in 
opposition, the weak and meek of the Bible…, therefrom exploitation becomes profitable! 
 
What will the other super power do – Russia? Who knows? Join the EC, and cut-off the Yankee-
Limey tandem at the English Channel: “Let ‘em swim in their own soup”… 
 
Toeing the thin line between war and peace, democratic success or totalitarian disaster 'revisited', 
it's difficult to say, though the country is unimaginably rich in natural resources, and intellectually 
endowed vertical Western race of man (Caucasians), who confirmed the creative act of the West 
with their own inventiveness and Christian religion, unique soul and godspeak, before and now 
after the dastardly "communist" ideology infusion from the West, prosecuted by its own Jewish 
Diaspora; Russia thereby becoming the historical Jewish "Promised Land" for a period of time 
during Tatar-Jewish genetic origin Lenin's tenure of the Jewish "Bolshevik Revolution" in the 
1920's.1  
 
YET, Russia may have to do it alone, or co-opt India and Red China in the new International 
Monetary Fund (IMF) putsch (vis a vis the West), which would water-down the cultural cosmic 
forces supporting WesternCiv, the above parade of great men and women, its norms and values 
dissipating in time to the pedestrian level of EasternCiv… There is difference not only in mentality 
and mindset but in vertical intellectual mobility reach generally vs. horizontal intellectual mobility: 
Occidental class upmanship and classy behavior vs. Oriental communal awareness or collective 
_________________________ 
                  1From Brest-Litovsk in the west to the Chukotka Peninsula in the east: Baring Straits, above the Aleutian Archipelago, 
on the immediate coast of Alaska, stretching over 11 time zones of a solid landmass titled –Who Ruled Russia in 1920? There's an 
authentic graphic table which confirms that Lenin's Cabinet and every ministry in Russia, thus 98% of all national resources in 1920 
were in the hands of the Jewish Diaspora (available for review upon request)! Of course, the tsarist-Russian Intelligentsia, the Landed 
Gentry class wrote the script for revolution, cutting-off  their legs at the knees, because when it came to action it was only the Jews 
who jumped in the fry with Marxism; they had nothing to lose… 
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pedestrian consciousness within the caste structure, i.e. the rabble society prevails in Asia while 
in the West we opted for science and technology, division of labor into professional and working 
classes nomenclatures; on the one hand, a society of free men, equity equality and classless 
norms and values is unfortunately perhaps far off into the future. 
 
Alone, in my opinion, Russia cannot carry the full burden of peacefully fielding Western demo-
cracy in Asia! Of course NOT, nor has America been able to achieve it by force, mayhem and 
killing fields in Indochina, Afghanistan and Iraq, not even in Palestine, with Israeli help?! 
 
BUT one thing is for sure, the illustrated Parade of Greats (mind you, often in "living film color" of 
Tinsel Town fame), with few exceptions, would never approve of this final act and Decline of the 
West, caused by a compendium of nincompoops on the Potomac and Themes, the Gothic 
empire-builders from Bangladesh, comprising the barbaric Germanic sub-breed of man… For it's 
the Northwestern European Crescent,2 including the New Territories in the Americas and the 
Pacific, where these atavists live, who have brought us to this point of disaster, despite resociali-
zation of the barbarian on the continent, the infused creative act and implemented science and 
technology, created by the well-earned wisdom in the acculturation process of the above learned 
parade of men and women, by and large 'virtuosic' people, most of whom were intrinsically 
against War! 
 
The Oriental Goth, or Tatar-Mongolian from the flatlands of the River Ganges, as I have often 
underscored, arriving in the West just two millennia ago, defeating the Romans at the barbarian 
frontier on the Rhine and Danube, AD9, settled on the continent permanently, which was alright 
with the Romans, who co-opted the atavist first in the ranks of the military then within the society 
and political life itself, where the so-called "barracks emperors" even ran the empire – Pax 
Romana. However, the Imperial leadership never expected the eclipse of the Eternal City and 
destruction of its empire, from the Oriental or Germanic barbarian within. But it happened; a New 
World Order according to Goth was in the making, facilitated by the 5th column from within and 
the demographic Germanic bulge from without. 
 
"Poof goes the weasel," Rome collapsed in AD469, or 475AD, whichever…never to be 
reconstituted, but by the same Germanic progeny in the West, in the Americas, in the name of 
Rome, and Roman trained "self-assumed right to leadership of planetary meridians," it seems, 
ever since the Fall of Rome, with the Prairie democracy coming into its own once it broke-off from 
Mother Lode - England, the British Commonwealth, during the American Revolution, thereafter 
systematically involved in its own empire-building, which came of Age during WW-I, perhaps 
egged on with first major success – completing the Panama Canal and, of course, WW-II. It’s just 
that no one needed the Cold War but for the ingrained aggressive mindset of the breed from Asia. 
 
Of course, the putsch was struck by "Teddy Bear" Roosevelt in the malaria-infested marshes of the Panama 
Canal, its completion rescued by U.S. from the defunct French Panama Canal Company in 1904, 
introducing "military medicine," by the Surgeon General of the United States, the military medical officer still 
in charge of public health Stateside, solving the malaria problem, launching America into a position of world-
wide political-military power supremacy. However, democracy per se ended with 1898 American-Spanish 
War in the Philippines and the first Anti-Trust acts. 
 
Hence, we have felt the pressure and dominance excesses ever since 1898 by the American 
horizontal, cold-blooded, aggressive, and greedy barbarian Ruling Elite running domestic, and 
foreign policy!  
__________________________ 

                   
2The northwestern European crescent is populated by the Germanic breed arriving from Asia just two 

millennia ago…, including the Spanish (Vandals), the French (Franks), the Germans [(Allemagne, some 20-30 sub 
clans, speaking the Teuton primitive tongue, which birthed the nevertheless very prolific and expressively and scien-
tifically rich English language, of course, plagiarized (like everything else) by this barbarian Grand Assimilator(s) of all 
times, everything and anything they could grab, rape, butcher, steal and take along on the transcontinental Eurasian trek 
West, all the way from Bangladesh to Western Europe and on to the Americas], Dutch, Danes, Scandinavians, Brits 
(and all its dominations, including the assimilated Celts), plus, of course, the colonial territories in the Americas, 
Australia, and New Zealand—most of them are Oriental Germans, Goths, i.e. Max Weber's Protestant Capitalists.  
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Therefore, as I wrote recently, in one of my typical analyses of politics-West, to be or not to be, 
that is the question…, with all the ramifications there-in posited. In fact, at least one rambling 
essay attached, and there were several such critical enclosures forwarded recently to you all… 
 
I worry about the survival of WesternCiv in the hands of the gothic-Germanic tandem (British 
Lymies and us Yankees), as well as the input by the sometimes byzantine proto-Slavic Russian--
with that uncompromising Oriental mindset twitch filtering (by osmosis) into the continental nation 
over the Urals Cordillera, which is unfortunately inevitable within the Asian mindset of Oriental 
despotism. 
 
Will the implanted wisdom and reason imbued by those Greats (above) override the imbecilic 
tandem's dominance plans, it's difficult to predict, for they're hell bent on destruction via hege-
mony, globalization, aggrandizement and built-in, genetic aggression to have their way and 
domination of planetary meridians (exactly, what Hitler, Napoleon, Frederick the Great, Wilhelm 
Kaiser wanted) and others of their mood and origin and racial whims, just for the hell of it, albeit 
lebensraum was important to the Germans! Behavioral deviance and lack of acumen in political 
affairs of modern man, in the hands of the wisdomless elite left at will to fulfill its savage drive in 
search for unbridled political power over other fellow men, why it's pure, unadulterated, in-grained 
hegemony coined by the ancient Greeks. 
 
The prospects look grim from this vantage point of observation and geopolitical contemplation on 
the old continent; we're head-on deep in conflict with Islam, racism at home and abroad, and 
economic woes, from which it's hard to see the way out, when expertise teaches us observers 
otherwise, especially when the belligerent subject continues to posture, positing the same defunct 
solutions be it over the demise on the financial markets, the war abroad, and generally behaving 
as if nothing has happened, offering asinine band-aids as policy solutions, when the light of 
recovery at the other end of the sociopolitical, military and economic tunnel remains in pitch 
darkness as current events get worse by the day… I hope I'm wrong; all of our professional 
visions and calculated forecasts run-amiss: 
 
Otherwise, my 26-year old prediction for the 2008 rapid demise of Pax Americana will carry its weight of civil 
disorder, high-tech abuse in conflict; hence civilization as we know it could plunge into irreversible decline.  
 
The Human Condition and the Hominid race of Man is confronted by the worst danger ever faced 
as human, and humane occupants of this planet Earth; the lease on land by the Landlord, the 
Maker, may well be cancelled by the end of next Spring – 2009! 
 
Of the twenty-two civilizations that have appeared in history, nineteen of them collapsed when they reached 
the moral state the United States is in now. – Arnold Toynbee 
 
PS. If Obama occupies the Executive Mansion in January, avoids becoming a puppet of the Ruling Elite, unilaterally removing our 
military forces from foreign occupation, and quickly (if that's possible anymore) balances the national budget, revamping the federal 
Treasury bookkeeping, freezing the reserves at Ft. Knox, taxing the rich and famous, hence curtailing their life styles, maybe there's a 
chance… I hope so, honestly, but I don't see it from this vantage point of review and analysis of sociopolitical and economic events, 
with the military-industrial complex rumbling and grumbling, i.e. the flailing financial markets are in deep trouble?! 
 
ONLY resources-rich Russia could save the show, if they would, but I'm not sure they're ready to commit Siberian raw material 
wealth on such asinine Anglo-Saxon frills and thrills in wayward foreign experiments, the old traditional religious and recent political 
enemy, even if the Russkies knew how to do it timely enough to save the moribund show? Therefore, the Alexander the Great's 
syndrome, offending the Oracle at Siva, dying in Baghdad, the sacred cradle of civilization, for his sins in excessive warfare and 
adventure abroad, just as we Americans shall no doubt face the providential tribunal, for never realizing the difference between the 
sacred and the profane…  

 
YUP, meeting the wrath of our Maker on the formidable, reinforced river banks of the historical Tigris and 
Euphrates Rivers of ancient Mesopotamia, where ancient myth and offended bloodlines shall take their revenge! 
                             
                              Can we imagine nowadays, this late in the history of WesternCiv,  
                              what the great Macedonian general and leader of the civilized world 
                              said:  "This attack on Persia is final..., there will be no more wars 
                              in the history of the world!"   - Speech at Gaugamala, 331 BC                                                                                           

(Alexander or Athene)          Since then, there have been at least 6,000 major world wars! ~ 
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Civilizations in decline are consistently characterized by a tendency towards standardization 
and uniformity. – Arnold Toynbee [Therefrom, the wholesale "apathy" by the American plebiscite. –PSC] 
 

Civilization is a movement and not a condition, a voyage and not a harbor.                                
– Arnold Toynbee  

 
Fortress America based on the foundation of Gotham City (New York City's original name, strategically 
located on the Hudson river by the British national Goths originating from the flatlands of the river Ganges, 
i.e. Bangladesh) is ONLY a harbor, with a branch river port on the Potomac, both of which are stopovers for 
the Mongolian "drifter" (Goth), still tutored by the Mother Lode on the slippery banks of the continental River 
Themes… This nomadic breed's Pax Americana is moribund because of in-grained genetic impurities—
hence, deviance—behavioral stupidity, greed and aggression, barbarian behavior in a modern world they 
helped to build after we, the WesternCiv, attempted at their re-socialization. NOW it's a matter of hopeless 
recidivism, or relapse to atavism, it seems, which We cannot correct with education, acculturation, peaceful 
forms of example, when the Ruling Elite reacts to everything civil, human and humane of this world with 
force—USAF/RAF, implemented by the GEO wholesale bombing Doctrine (1996), ground and naval forces, 
hegemony and dominance "on rampage," replete!  
 

 
The reason why elitist Jeffersonian Democracy survived so long is based on Prof. Sheldon 
S. Wolin’s astute insight in recently describing the “specter of inverted totalitarianism” 
(2008 pub.). The typical classical totalitarianism exercises power from the top down of the 
political power pyramid, issuing irreversible directives, while the Jeffersonian model, 
evidently learned by the 2 x 4 method of trial and error out in the prairie discovered that 

the best way to operate the transmission belts of sheer power is if the directives run from the plebian base 
up the pyramid, whose apex is in the hands of the higher powers hierarchy – the Shadow Government and 
its military-industrial complex, thereby hiding the sharp teeth of the ruling elite and the H2O claws of the 
bald eagle, the democratic myth shadowing a ‘crass’ democrassy, the judicial and policing arm 
of administering “real and present” control… Therefrom the real and present danger of perverted 
totalitarianism, the perfidy and fraud dished out to the unaware domestic plebiscite and on into 
the international arena of politics. Consequently, much older and just as productive and techno-
logically advanced continental nations have been bamboozled into believing in Washington’s 
progressiveness, while still occupying allied national territories with heavy-handed armed forces 
including the enforced, aggressive NATO infrastructure legitimizing American empire building!  

Perhaps the pen is more powerful than the sword, eh! 
 
 
 
 
Copyright©8 July 2008, by prof. Paul S. Cutter, all rights reserved. 
 
                                                                                                                      
Photo, June 2007, after returning from a year-long research stint in 
Siberia and continental Russia, where supportive archival documents 
were consulted, military hardware examined, interviews conducted, 
hence completing the Cold War  trilogy, my magnum opus. 
                                                                                                                     
Fig. 3. Prof. Cutter is an American political scientist (ret.), senior 
expert in Strategic Studies, who writes profusely and critically of 
East-West pathos, conflict & resolution, hegemony, globalization and 
decline, with long-range forecasting a specialty; he lives with his 
native Russian wife (a painter), between Siberia (R) and Montenegro 
(Europe), while maintaining Stateside interests.  
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